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Rolf Berte lives and works in Hamburg, Germany. After receiving his engineering

degree, he worked at various renowned research institutes. Through his role as

managing director at the Institute for Exploratory Data Analysis (I.E.D), he can

incorporate his technical knowledge into interactive pieces. His installations are

created at his workshop near the Danish border and feature microcontrollers,

lights, and touch displays. During his worldwide adventure tours, Rolf documents

wildlife, landscapes, and urban life with his photography. His other interests

include science, philosophy, and sailing. 



1. Congratulations for being selected interview

artist. Your work includes critical perspectives.

What are the topics your influenced by?

2. Where do you find your inspirations?

I am impressed by the scientific progress we are

experiencing. Unfortunately, when it comes to

global issues, such as the Corona pandemic, we

are incapable of fighting together against a

common enemy. In short, I am currently

concerned with the imminent threats and how

we confront them. My work attempts to

address the ignorance and selfishness of our

actions.

I travel extensively and take away unique

impressions from developing nations. If there is

only rice, flour, and a few cans of food on the

shelves of a small African village store, it makes

you stop and think. The media depicts the global

suffering of many and the decadent prosperity

of a select few on a daily basis. I draw a great

deal of inspiration from these discrepancies and

the incomprehension that there is hardly any

progress from this situation.



3. Has your style changed over the years? In

which way?

Initially, I photographically documented my

travels to South America, New Zealand, and

Africa. Far removed from the tourist hot

spots, I explored the wilderness of the Central

Kalahari, the Okavango Delta, and the Hoanib,

processing and preserving those memorable

impressions. Thanks to the contact with the

local people, a need to create an impact

through my art emerged. For this, I engage the

viewer interactively in the subject matter.

4. Are your projects focused on spesific

theme?

Through my interest in philosophy and

physics, I enjoy working with the themes of

causality, chaos, free will, and the associated

consequences for us as individuals. The Earth-

Messenger, for example, actively involves the

viewer while illustrating the cause and effect

of minute actions. The irrational behavior of

our species inspired me to create the cynical

project Earth Cans. It is my wish to hold up a

mirror to people through art so that they can

understand how imperfect we are and,

ultimately, how insignificant we are within the

universe. This self-awareness is meant to lead

to a more constructive attitude towards life

and a better course of action.



5. What is your message for global art

market? Do you have any message for

beginners?

There are many countries where people do

not have access to an art market. Food,

clothing, freedom, and a roof over their heads

are more important. Establishing an art scene

would give people their own identity - akin to

a local music scene. The soul also needs

nourishment. Why not distribute canvas,

paint, and brushes in a refugee camp and sell

the works at art benefit events.

Beginners who want to sell their artwork

should note that marketing is as costly as

creating the art pieces and that the value

depends on the buyer's assessment.

Therefore, never cross out a price and write a

lower one below it as it only serves to devalue

the work of art.

6. The Bold Modern will have international

art festivals in all over the Europe soon.

Would you like to join us through the art

festival programs? Did you enjoy cooperating

with us?

At art festivals, visitors can experience

contemporary art in a casual atmosphere. It

would make an excellent setting for my work,

especially because you can personally engage

with the audience.

This collaboration has been a great pleasure

for me. I would be delighted to continue this

lively exchange and to participate in one of

your exhibitions.


